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TRENDY

All the board game elements have been designed and made 
with utmost precision, reflecting the computer game's world 
in an extremely realistic manner. This makes all the battles 

on the table nothing short of those that rage in the virtual reality. 
In both cases, the game is based on three common elements: loca-
tions, tanks and tactical battle. The board gameplay is made even 
more realistic thanks to the pictures of tanks and locations being 
identical to those in the “World of Tanks” game. 

Tanks on board…

The players have 12 tanks at their disposal that they can move 
in certain directions on the board. Their task is to fight tactical 
battles on a battlefield that changes every time and consists 

of 64 location tokens in order to achieve a certain number of points. 

The game offers four gameplay options:

• basic (battle) – uncovered memory type – on their way to victory,
the players conquer locations and fight tank battles between each 
other;

• team – for pairs (this option can be played by two or four players);
• family – covered memory type – players move through the board 
with their tanks, looking for location pairs;
• solo – a race between the game and the player to conquer more 
locations.   

With so many gameplay options, each game is different, and you 
don’t have to worry you’ll get bored after playing a certain num-
ber of games. The publisher has prepared a surprise for the biggest 
fans of the computer version of the game who decide to buy a bo-
ard variant as a parallel form of entertainment: in the box, they’ll 
find a unique code to use in the computer game!

  

The Creative Department of TM Toys has taken up an ambitious challenge to create a board version of a popular, 
tactical online game. The players become commanders of an armoured division and lead it to victory, gaining 

precious skills on the way. We probably don’t have to add that, apart from its definite advantage licence-wise,  
it is a brilliant way to draw children and adolescents from the computer screens. Particularly because  

“World of Tanks. Battlegrounds” is just as attractive as the original…

NEW, BOARD VERSION OF “WORLD OF TANKS”
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“World of Tanks. Battlegrounds” – for whom is it?

“World of Tanks. Battlegrounds” is intended for 1-4 players 
aged 7 and over (although younger, “advanced” board game 
players will also perfectly handle the task). The gameplay itself 
also isn’t too lengthy for children – it lasts no more than half 
an hour.  

 
 Interesting fact!

All the tanks that appear in the “World of Tanks. Battlegro-
unds” game were designed specifically for battles that raged 
during the Second World War and the majority of them actual-
ly took part in those battles.


